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ABSTRACT

In order to reduce the debris population in LEO, reme-
diation is necessary. An active debris removal method is
explored that utilizes fuel reserves on a recently launched
upper stage to rendezvous with, and tether to, debris.
The system’s tethered dynamics are explored using a dis-
cretized tether model attached to six degree of freedom
end bodies. The thrust output is shaped to remove the
spectral energy at the natural frequencies of the tether,
significantly reducing the post-burn relative motion be-
tween the vehicles. The sensitivity of the input shaping
performance due to imperfect knowledge of the debris
mass demonstrates that a double notch spanning multi-
ple frequencies around the first mode is necessary to be
robust to unknown debris mass. On-orbit simulations
show that input shaping helps the tethered system achieve
smooth oscillations about a gravity gradient alignment,
reducing collision likelihood.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Space debris is becoming a major concern for orbital
assets. While there are about 22,000 objects currently
tracked, there are may thousands of dangerous debris ob-
jects in orbit[1]. In recent years, the creation of debris is
on the rise, largely due to two major catastrophic events:
the Fengyun 1C anti-satellite test (ASAT)[2] that created
over 3300 objects[3] and the Cosmos-Iridium collision[4]
that created over 1700 objects[5].

Because of these events and the continued heavy use of
low Earth orbit (LEO), the debris cascade effect pre-
dicted by Kessler[6] is occurring[7]. Mitigation meth-
ods have been shown to be important, but offer only
partial solutions to reducing the future debris environ-
ment. Active Debris Removal (ADR) of five or more
large objects per year is shown to be an effective way
to reduce the debris population[8]. Some proposed
methods[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] utilize harpoons, mechan-
ical grapples, or nets to grab the debris object. While the
study of the debris capture system is beyond the scope of

this paper, all of these methods are likely to use tethers to
connect the debris to the ADR craft to avoid close prox-
imity operations between the tug and a tumbling object.
While tethers have been studied for years[15]and actually
flown on several missions[16], their use in a high force,
high thrust environment has been unexplored.

To deorbit debris, the tethers must operate in short-term
high stress environments during the large thrust maneu-
vers (∼2000 N). This paper models the tether dynamics
using a series of spring-mass components to discretize the
tether into multiple, small masses to simulate higher or-
der modes of the tether (similar models used in [17, 18]).
The ends of the tether have two, six degree of freedom
large rigid bodies: one is the ADR craft and the other
is the debris. The ADR craft provides thrust that, trans-
ferred through the tether, changes the periapsis of the
debris object and reduces both objects’ orbital lifetimes.
Ideally, the ADR craft is a rocket body with remaining
fuel reserves that has recently put its payload into orbit.
The remaining fuel is used to rendezvous with, and de-
orbit, the debris. The concept is shown in Figure 1. De-
pending upon initial starting altitude and amount of fuel
available to the ADR craft, the debris-tug system could
be deorbited within a single orbit revolution. The tethered
tug-debris architecture therefore provides a cost-effective
ADR system because it deorbits two pieces of potential
debris for each mission.

The challenge with using a tethered tug is avoiding post-
burn collision between the debris and tug. The strain put
into the tether by the thrust will result in the tether pulling
the two bodies towards each other post-thrust. Reduc-
ing strain and the relative motion between the bodies is
necessary to remove collision potential. This paper re-
duces the complex on-orbit, six degree-of-freedom dy-
namics problem to a one-dimensional deep space sce-
nario to analyse the challenges of implementing input-
shaped thrusting on a multi-mode, tethered tug-debris
system. In particular, the mass of the debris objects is
not well known and the effect of this uncertainty on the
post-burn relative velocity can be explored in deep space
simulations. Finally, deep space is a reasonable first order
assumption for approximating the dynamics of the teth-
ered system during thrusting because the thrust maneuver
only lasts a few minutes. The orbital motion and the deep
space motion will not vary significantly in this time as
low Earth orbits have periods around 2 hours.
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The spring constant KS can be expressed as shown in
Eq. (2).

KS =
EA

L0i

(2)

Here L0i
is the initial, unstretched length of the tether

between each mass, E is the Young’s Modulus of Elas-
ticity for the tether, and A is the cross sectional area. In
this study, all L0i

are the same. Because Eq. (1) models
a tether as a spring, it is only accurate while the tether
is in tension. Eq. (3) demonstrates that the tether spring
force for each element is reduced to zero when there is no
tension, creating an overall nonlinearity in the system.

Ti =

{

0 for Li ≤ L0i
1

2
KS∆Li for Li > L0i

(3)

Because the tether only pulls on the masses when in ten-
sion, and does not provide a ’pushing’ force when in
compression, collisions between the large end-masses be-
comes possible. This is undesired as collisions could
cause more orbital debris, something that is unacceptable
from an ADR system. It therefore becomes important to
study the complex tether dynamics between high-force
and slack tether motion and then control those dynamics.
Figure 3 demonstrates that the deep space motion simu-
lation between the masses results in collisions. The sim-
ulation used to produce Figure 3 uses two discrete tether
masses. A general bang-bang thrust profile leaves tension
in the tether which pulls the masses together, causing a
collision.

When thrusting, the system oscillates between zero tether
tension, to high tension. This oscillation occurs at the
natural frequency(ies) of the system. Therefore, one very
effective way to reduce this motion, and collisions, is to
remove these natural frequencies.

3. THRUSTER INPUT-SHAPING

Input shaping is a common way to remove an undesired
frequency response in a linear system[21, 22]. For this
specific application, a notch filter is used to remove the
natural frequency of the tethered system. A brief sum-
mary of a notch filter is given for ease of reference.

In the frequency domain, a first order notch filter is de-
fined as:

g(s) =
s2 + ω2

c

s2 + BWs+ ω2
c

(4)

where s is the frequency, ωc is the cut-off or notch fre-
quency, and BW is the bandwidth of the notch filter.

It is also helpful to be able to notch two frequencies at
once. This is simply created by multiplying two notch
filters together, in the frequency domain, that have differ-
ent cut-off frequencies.

g(s) =
(s2 + ω2

c1)(s
2 + ω2

c2)

(s2 + BW1s+ ω2

c1)(s
2 + BW2s+ ω2

c2)
(5)

ωc1 is the first cut-off or notch frequency, ωc2 is the sec-
ond cut-off or notch frequency, and BW1 and BW2 are
the bandwidths for each notch. Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) can be
converted into the discrete domain and the time domain
in many ways. This process is not discussed here.

In order to properly reduce motion between the tug and
debris, the system’s natural frequencies (Eigenvalues)
must be known. Because the tether system is modeled
as a linear spring when in tension, Eigenvalue analysis
lends itself perfectly to this model.

Unfortunately, it becomes very difficult to analytically
solve for the Eigenvalues and frequencies of the tether
as more nodes are added. The Abel-Ruffini theorem
demonstrates that there are no general algebraic solutions
to polynomials of degree five and higher[23, 24]. This
means that it is not likely that the full set of Eigenval-
ues for tether discretizations beyond three or four nodes
is analytically achievable. However, this is not a ma-
jor concern because the majority of the energy and dy-
namics of the system come from the first few modes, or
Eigenvalues. Therefore, the primary modes of interest
can be analytically computed for any system. Further,
these modes will be the same, independent of the number
of discretized nodes placed on the tether.

The Eigen-frequencies ωn of a three body (single tether
mass) system are:

ωn =
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(a) Step-input thrust profile
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(b) Notch at ωc = .19Hz

Figure 5. Tug vehicle frequency response to 2009 N
thrust, with 2 discrete tether masses

the Eigenvalues in Eq. (7) are not well known, the natural
frequencies can change from what is expected, lowering
the effectiveness of the notch filter. The debris mass (m3

in Eq. (7)) will be the least well known value in the com-
putations. The linear sensitivity of the natural frequency
in Eq. (7) can be found by taking the partial of the nat-
ural frequency with respect to m3 and evaluating at the
expected values (given in Table 1, where the expected
debris mass m3e = 1500 kg). Eq. (7), shows the lin-
ear change in the natural frequency given the true debris
mass m3t.

∆ωn(m3t) =
∂ωn

∂m3

∣

∣

∣

∣

KS ,m1,m2,m3e

(m3t −m3e) (7)

Evaluating Eq. (7) from m3t = 600− 2400 kg, Figure 8
shows that the mass of the debris can vary by 900 kg
(60%) and it will only change the first mode by .03 Hz.
Because the first mode contains the most energy for the
system this mode will be focused on. Given the tether
properties, masses of the tug and debris, the first mode
should occur near .19 Hz. It turns out that a variance of
.03 Hz in the first mode is enough to cause the notch fil-
ter to have significant performance problems. One robust
method to avoid sensitivity issues is to add a second notch
in the region of the first mode.

To design a double notch around the first mode, Figure 8
is used to determine the potential range over which the
first mode can vary. When two notches are placed near
each other, they effectively attenuate a range of frequen-
cies. This behavior can be seen in Figure 9 where fre-
quencies .14 Hz – .22 Hz are very heavily notched. While
there is reduced attenuation between these two frequen-
cies it is still very large, peaking near -58 dB. This is
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(a) Step-input thrust profile
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(b) Notch at ωc = .19Hz

Figure 6. Tether mass frequency response to 2009 N
thrust, with 2 discrete tether masses

sufficient to reduce the first mode’s energy.

Using this type of double notch while including errors in
debris mass knowledge, significant reductions in relative
motion are still produced (Figure 10). Figure 10(a) shows
that the single notch placed at the expected, but incorrect,
natural frequency experiences small but noticeable col-
lapse of the system. Conversely, Figure 10(b) shows that
the double notch effectively reduces the motion between
the masses, even though the exact natural frequency is not
well known. It turns out that the relative motion of the
masses are reduced nearly as well as the perfect single
notch of Figure 4. The performance difference between
the single notch and the double notch spanning a wide
range of frequencies can be seen in Figure 11. The dou-
ble notch experiences more attenuation of the first mode.
The double notch frequency response does see less atten-
uation near .2 Hz, in the same location as the ’hump’ in
Figure 9, which is expected.

Notching does cause phase lag in the thrust profiles and
the system responses. Therefore the thrust period of a
step input is shorter than a single or double notch. This
behavior is shown in Figure 12. It takes the step input (no
shaping) about 201 seconds to achieve a ∆v = 100 m/s
while the single notch takes 238 seconds and the double
notch 283 seconds to reach within about 1% of a 0 N
thrust. This means that it takes less than five minutes
for any of these methods to perform their burn, a time
duration which is very short when considering an orbital
period around 90 minutes in LEO.

This demonstrates that the double notch spanning the
possible range of the first mode can effectively reduce
collision potential between the masses with large uncer-
tainties in the debris mass. This also demonstrates that







put into the system at this frequency, through thrust input
shaping, effectively reduced these problems. It was also
shown that the first mode of the tethered system is the
most important to reduce frequency input. This is very
encouraging because this mode is only affected by the
tether material properties and length, not the number of
discretized masses or any other variable property. This
means that the tether motion can be effectively modeled
and studied without incredibly high-fidelity tools.

Input shaping while on-orbit results in the masses achiev-
ing a gravity gradient-like formation which will allow
for separation distances to be maintained between bod-
ies. This is very encouraging and future work may con-
sider a tether with damping and longer lengths of tether
to achieve more stable gravity gradient orientations. It is
therefore likely that this type of ADR system would be
practical to design and implement on-orbit.
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